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86. Notes on Banach Space (VII): Compactness
of Function Spaces.
By Gen-ichir5 SUNOUCHI.
(Comm. by M. FuJW,R,

.,.,

Oct 12, 1943.)

Recently Prof. Izumi) has derived from his key theorem the
following theorem.
A set
in E where E is (C), (L oo > p 1), etc. /s compact
when and only when

,

1

Ilf()11 < M

2

lirh

for a//f(x)
+t)dt=f(z)

,

uniformly in

.

These conditions are of the Kolmogoroff)-Tulajkov) type. But there
are conditions of the Arzla-M. Riesz4) type. In the present note the
author establishes an abstract theorem of the latter type.
Theorem. Let E be a Banach space satisfying lim llf(x+t)-

f(x)ll--0. If 1 and 2 are compactness conditions of a set
then they are equivatent to th following
1

ilf()!1 < M

2

lim Ilf(x + t)-f(x)

for a//f()
0

,

uniformly in

.

in E,

is compact, then it is
Proof. Nty. 1 is evident. If
totally bounded. So for any e > 0, there are f,f, ...,f in
such that for any f
there is a k such as llf--fkil<e. Since
lim ill(x-t- t) -f(z) O, we have

e

llf( + t) -f(x)I! Ilf(-l- t) f(x + t) +f(x + t) fdx) +f(x) -fix)II
_<__ ilf(x-i- t) --fk(x + t) I!-4-ilA(z-t- t) --f(Z) I1-1-ltf(z) --f(x)I!
Thus we get 2 and then the necessity of the condition.
Suiency. We suppose that f(x+t)-f(x) is an abstract function
of t whose range lies in E. Then the function is measurable in
the Bochner senses). For any e>0, there is a g=8(e) such that
IIf(x+t)-f(x) < e ([ t[ < ). Therefore f(x+t)-f(x) is bounded and
then it is integrable in the Bochner sense.
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